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and those that activate the muscles controlling eye movements—travel directly 
to the brain without first making connections in the spinal cord.

Although all vertebrates possess a CNS and PNS, there are big differences 
between the nervous systems of different species. Let’s start with the vertebrate 
you’re probably most familiar with: the human.

The Human Brain
The cerebral cortex, the tissue covering the top and sides of the brain in most 
vertebrates, is by far the largest structure of the human brain (Figure 2.2a). The 
word “cortex” is Latin for “bark” or “rind,” reflecting that the cortex, although 
about the size of the front page of a newspaper if spread out flat, is only about 
2 millimeters thick. To fit inside the skull, the cerebral cortex is extensively 
folded, much like a piece of paper crumpled into a ball. In humans, as in all ver-
tebrates, the brain consists of two sides, or hemispheres, that are roughly mirror 
images of each other, so brain scientists talk about the cortex in the “left hemi-
sphere” or the “right hemisphere.” In each hemisphere, the cortex is divided 
further into the frontal lobe at the front of the head, the parietal lobe at the 
top of the head, the temporal lobe at the side of the head, and the occipital 
lobe at the back of the head (Figure 2.2b). The term lobe refers to the fact that 
these regions are anatomically distinct. The individual lobes got their some-
what odd names from the names of the skull bones that cover them. If you have 
trouble memorizing these four terms, remember: “Frontal is Front, Parietal is at 
the Peak, Temporal is behind the Temples, and the Occipital lobe is Out back.” 
Subregions within each lobe are associated with a wide variety of perceptual and 
cognitive processes. For example, the frontal lobes help you to plan and perform 
actions, the occipital lobes allow you to see and recognize the world, the parietal 
lobes enable you to feel the differences between silk and sandpaper, and the 
temporal lobes make it possible for you to hear and to remember what you’ve 
done. We will discuss the functional roles of cortical subregions in greater detail 
throughout this book, and knowing the names and locations of the different 
lobes will help you to keep track of what is happening where in the brain.

Sitting behind and slightly below the cerebral cortex is the cerebellum 
(Figure 2.2b). The cerebellum contributes to the coordination of movement and is 
thus especially important for learning that involves physical action. At the base of the 
brain is the aptly named brainstem (Figure 2.2b). The brainstem is a collection of 
structures connecting the brain to the spinal cord and playing key roles in the regula-
tion of automatic functions, such as breathing and regulation of body temperature.

Figure 2.2 The visible 
surface of the human brain 
(a) A photograph of the 
human brain. (b) In each brain 
hemisphere, the cerebral 
cortex is divided into four 
principal areas: frontal lobe, 
parietal lobe, occipital lobe, 
and temporal lobe. Below the 
cortex sit the cerebellum and 
brainstem. The brainstem con-
nects the brain to the spinal 
cord below. Cortex
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Other brain structures, buried under the cerebral 
cortex, are not visible in photographs such as that in 
Figure 2.2a. You’ll learn about many of these struc-
tures later in the book; for now, we’ll just introduce 
a few that are especially important for learning and 
memory (Figure 2.3).

First, near the center of the brain lies the thalamus, 
a structure that receives sensory information (sights, 
sounds, touch, and so forth) from the peripheral 
nervous system and relays this information to other 
parts of the brain. You can think of the thalamus as 
a gateway through which almost all sensory informa-
tion enters the brain. Sitting near the thalamus are 
the basal ganglia, a group of structures important for 
planning and producing skilled movements such as 
throwing a football or juggling. The hippocampus lies 
a little farther away, inside the temporal lobes; it is 
important for learning new information about facts 
(say, the capital of France) or remembering autobio-
graphical events (what you did last summer). Sitting at the tip of the hippocam-
pus is a group of cells called the amygdala; this little brain region is important 
for adding emotional content to memories. If you remember the happiest—or 
 saddest—day of your life, it is probably because your amygdala was particularly 
active at the time, adding emotional strength to those memories. Because you 
have two hemispheres, you actually have duplicates of each of these structures. 
For example, you have a left hippocampus and a right hippocampus, and a left 
amygdala and a right amygdala.

Scientists are only beginning to understand in any detail what these brain 
areas do and how they relate to learning and memory, but it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that it’s a mistake to think of the brain as a single organ, like a liver 
or a kidney. Instead, the brain is a society of “experts,” each making its own 
specialized contribution to what we do and what we think.

Comparative Neuroanatomy
In spite of the wide differences in nervous systems from species to species, much 
of what is known about the neural bases of learning and memory comes from 
studies of animals other than humans. Many aspects of a rat brain, a monkey 
brain, or even an insect brain are similar enough to a human brain to have made 
this possible. The study of similarities and differences between organisms’ 
brains is called comparative neuroanatomy. Comparative neuroanatomical studies 
provide a foundation for understanding how brain structure and function relate 
to learning and memory abilities.

The brains of vertebrate species are similar in that all have a cerebral cortex, 
a cerebellum, and a brainstem; all vertebrate brains are also similarly organized 
into two hemispheres. Figure 2.4 shows the brains of some representative verte-
brate species. In general, bigger animals have bigger brains. It might seem that 
increasing brain size should go hand in hand with increased capacity: human 
brains are bigger than frog brains, and humans seem to be able to learn things 
frogs can’t. But elephant brains are larger than human brains, and elephants 
can’t learn to read and write, build cities, or study calculus. So, just as birds with 
larger wings are not necessarily better at flying than smaller birds, animals with 
larger brains are not necessarily better learners than other animals. In general, 

Figure 2.3 Brain regions 
known to contribute to learn-
ing and memory Lying near 
the center of the human brain, 
the basal ganglia, thalamus, 
hippocampus, and amygdala all 
contribute to learning and memory 
in different ways.
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scientists don’t yet fully understand the relationship between brain size and 
functional capacity. Recent studies of intelligence in humans suggest that differ-
ences in the size of certain subregions in the frontal and parietal lobes do predict 
differences in performance on intelligence tests (Jung & Haier, 2007), indicat-
ing that it is not overall brain size that counts but how different brain parts are 
structured (Mercado, 2008).

Aside from differences in overall brain volume, different species have differ-
ent proportions of cerebral cortex. In humans, the cerebral cortex takes up a 
much larger percentage of total brain volume than it does in, say, frogs. Whereas 
the large human cortex has to be folded up to fit inside the human skull, the frog 
cortex can fit quite comfortably in its skull without wrinkling. The relative size 
of the human cortex is intriguing because the cerebral cortex is associated with 
functions such as language and complex thought—the very things that seem to 
distinguish humans from other animals. And in fact, other species with a rela-
tively large cortex—including chimpanzees, dolphins, and, yes, elephants—are 
often those that we associate with greater ability for abstract thought, problem 
solving, and other “higher” cognitive functions.

Only vertebrates have both a CNS and a PNS. Some invertebrates—the 
octopus and the bee, for example—have a recognizable brain, but these brains 
are organized very differently from vertebrate brains. Much of the octopus 
“brain” is distributed in various parts of its body, particularly inside its rubbery 
legs. Yet the octopus is a remarkably capable learner: it can learn to find its way 
through a maze and to open a jar to get at the food inside. It even shows signs 
of social learning, that is, learning from watching another octopus’s behavior. 

In one study, researchers trained some octopuses to grab the 
white ball when presented with a choice between a white 
and a red one. Other, untrained octopuses were then allowed 
to watch the trained octopuses make their selection. Later, 
when the observer octopuses were offered the two balls, 
they promptly grabbed the white one—just as they had seen 
the trained octopuses doing (Fiorito, Agnisola, d’Addio, 
Valanzano, & Calamandrei, 1998). Such social learning was 
once believed to be exclusive to “higher” animals, such as 
humans, dolphins, and chimpanzees. But we now know that 
an octopus, with a decentralized brain, can do it, too.

Other invertebrates, such as worms and jellyfish, have 
no recognizable brains at all. These animals have neurons 
that are remarkably similar to vertebrate neurons, but the 
neurons are few in number and are not organized into a 
centralized structure like a brain. For example, microscopic 
worms known as  nematodes (including the species that infects 

Figure 2.4 Comparative 
anatomy of the brains of sev-
eral vertebrate species All 
vertebrate brains have two hemi-
spheres and a recognizable cortex, 
cerebellum, and brainstem, but 
species differ in the relative vol-
umes of these areas. In mammals 
(such as the human) and birds, 
the cortex is much larger than the 
cerebellum; in fish and amphibians 
(such as the frog), the cortex and 
cerebellum are closer in size.
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The octopus is an invertebrate, 
with a brain very different from 
that of mammals and other verte-
brates, yet the octopus is a sophis-
ticated learner.
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pigs and then humans who eat the pigs, causing trichinosis) have 302  individual 
 neurons, compared with a few hundred million in the octopus and about 
100 billion in the human. Nematode neurons are organized into a “nerve net” 
that is similar to a vertebrate PNS but with no central processing area. Yet these 
little organisms can learn to approach tastes or odors that predict food and to 
avoid tastes and odors that predict the absence of food (Rankin, 2004). Not bad 
for a creature without a brain. 

Studies of invertebrate nervous systems have been particularly rewarding 
because of their very simplicity. For example, because a nematode has such a 
small number of neurons, scientists are able to map out the entire set of con-
nections in its nervous system in a way not possible for a human brain or even a 
rat brain. Many of the important insights into human brains and human learn-
ing came from studying how invertebrates learn and remember.

Neurons
Neurons are the building blocks of the nervous system. Some act as sen-
sory receptors (such as those in the eyes, ears, and tongue that respond to 
visual, auditory, and taste stimuli), and some act as “motor fibers” that carry 
commands from the spinal cord to the muscles. But in vertebrates, the vast 
majority of neurons are centralized in the brain. These neurons are capable 
of changing their function and modifying the way they process information. 
These changes, some of which we examine in Section 2.4, are the basis of 
learning in the brain.

The prototypical neuron has three main components: (1) dendrites, 
which are input areas that receive signals from other neurons; (2) the cell 
body, or soma, which integrates signals from the dendrites; and (3) one or 
more axons, which transmit information to other neurons (Figure 2.5). For 
the most part, information flows in one direction, from dendrites to axons.
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Figure 2.5 Neurons, the cells specialized to process 
information (a) Brain tissue, stained to make neurons evident 
and photographed through a powerful microscope. The pyramid-
shaped cell bodies and interconnecting branches of several 
 neurons are visible. (b) The prototypical neuron has three main 
components: dendrites for  collecting information, a cell body 
(soma) that integrates  information, and one or more axons that 
transmit information to other neurons. Information flows mainly 
from dendrites to axon(s).
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The Synapse: Where Neurons Connect
So far, we’ve been describing the transmission of information into and out of the 
brain as if signals flowed from one place to another in the nervous system like 
water through a pipe (similar to the way Descartes described behavior). What 
really happens is that neurons throughout the nervous system are continually 
communicating with one another in vast networks that are similar in some ways 
to social networking systems such as Twitter or Facebook.

Generally, neurons that communicate with each other are not actually physi-
cally connected. Rather, communicating neurons are separated by a narrow gap 
of about 20 nanometers (1 nanometer [nm] is one-billionth of a meter), called a 
synapse, across which the neurons pass chemical messages (Figure 2.9a). Most 
synapses are formed between the axon of the presynaptic (or sending) neuron 
and a dendrite of the postsynaptic (or receiving) neuron, but synapses can also 
be formed between an axon and a cell body, between an axon and another axon, 
and even between dendrites.

Neurons contain molecules called neurotransmitters, chemical  substances 
that can cross a synapse to carry a message to a postsynaptic neuron. 
Neurotransmitter molecules are kept conveniently on hand at the end of the 
presynaptic axon, in packets known as vesicles. To send a message, one or more 
vesicles of the presynaptic axon burst and spill neurotransmitter molecules into 
the synapse (Figure 2.9b). So far, nine neurotransmitters have been the focus 
of most research: glutamate, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), acetylcholine, 
dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine, serotonin, histamine, and glycine. Table 2.1 
summarizes what is known of the functions of each of these neurotransmitters. 
In addition, there are about 100 other chemicals in the brain that can serve as 
neurotransmitters, and researchers are discovering new ones every year.

Once the chemical signal has been released into the synapse by the presynap-
tic neuron, the next step is for the postsynaptic neuron to pick it up. Receptors 
are molecules embedded in the surface of the postsynaptic neuron that are 
specialized to bind with and respond to particular kinds of neurotransmitters. 

Figure 2.9 Information 
flow across a synapse (a) This 
photo (taken through an electron 
microscope) of the end of an axon 
of a presynaptic neuron shows 
the tiny gap, or synapse, between 
the presynaptic neuron and the 
dendrite of a postsynaptic neuron. 
Vesicles filled with neurotransmit-
ter molecules, ready for release 
into the synapse, are visible as 
circular packets inside the pre-
synaptic neuron. (b) Information is 
exchanged across a synapse when 
(1) the presynaptic neuron releases 
neurotransmitter into the synapse 
and (2) the neurotransmitter mol-
ecules dock at receptors on the 
surface of the postsynaptic neuron. 
This may activate the receiving 
neuron, passing the message 
along. Leftover neurotransmitter 
in the synapse is either (3) broken 
down or (4) reabsorbed into the 
presynaptic neuron.

Axon

Synapse

Dendrite

(a)
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The effect of a particular neurotransmitter depends on what its corresponding 
postsynaptic receptors do when activated. Some receptors open a channel for 
the flow of electrically charged molecules into or out of the cell, thus chang-
ing the charge characteristics in a small area of the neuron. Similar electrical 
changes may be occurring  simultaneously in other locations on the neuron 
as other receptors on other dendrites become active. The neuron’s cell body 
integrates this cocktail of electrical signals; if the total electrical charge exceeds 
a threshold, the neuron “fires,” propagating an electrical charge down its axon. 
This propagation is an all-or-nothing event: either the neuron fires or it doesn’t; 
there is no in-between stage. When a neuron fires, sending an electrical charge 
to the end of the axon, it causes the release of neurotransmitter molecules there, 
passing the message along to the next postsynaptic neuron.

Some neurotransmitters—glutamate, for example—are excitatory, activating 
receptors that tend to increase the likelihood of the postsynaptic neuron firing. 
Other neurotransmitters—such as GABA—are inhibitory, activating receptors 
that tend to decrease the likelihood of the postsynaptic neuron firing. Usually, 
a given neuron produces and releases only one kind of neurotransmitter. But 
that neuron may be able to receive and interpret messages from many different 
presynaptic neurons, each releasing a different kind of neurotransmitter. As long 
as the postsynaptic neuron has receptors suited to a particular neurotransmitter, 
it will be able to receive the message.

After a neuron fires, there is a brief period, called a refractory period, during 
which it can’t fire again, no matter how much input it receives. Once this refrac-
tory period has passed, the neuron is again open for business. If the neuron is 
still receiving a lot of input from its neighbors, it may fire again and again in 
rapid succession, interrupted only by the refractory period after each firing. If 

Neurotransmitter Function

Glutamate Most prevalent excitatory neurotransmitter

Gamma-aminobutyric acid 
(GABA)

Main inhibitory neurotransmitter

Acetylcholine Connects motor neurons and muscles 
Regulates attention and memory

Dopamine Associated with voluntary movement 
Regulates reward-seeking behavior

Norepinephrine Increases arousal
Contributes to long-lasting memories

Epinephrine Increases attention and concentration

Serotonin Regulates sleep, mood, appetite, and aggression

Histamine Regulates sleep and arousal

Glycine Decreases neural activity

Table 2.1

Nine neurotransmitters and their functions
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cortical areas that aren’t labeled in Figure 2.7? How can we figure out what they 
do? Several approaches have been used, from observing blood flow in the human 
brain as it goes about its business, to observing and controlling neural activity in 
the brains of nonhumans learning tasks in laboratories.

Functional Neuroimaging and 
Electroencephalography
As noted above, structural neuroimaging (such as MRI) allows researchers to 
look at the structure of a living human brain, whereas functional neuroimaging 
allows them to look at the activity, or function, of a living brain. When a brain 
structure becomes active, it requires more oxygen. Within 4 to 6 seconds, blood 
flow (with its cargo of oxygen) increases to that region. On the other hand, 
when a brain structure becomes less active, it requires less oxygen, and blood 
flow decreases. By tracking local changes in blood flow, researchers can discover 
which brain regions are active or inactive.

Rather than focusing on where blood flow is heavier in the brain, neuroimag-
ing studies typically examine how blood flow in a particular brain region changes 
depending on what the person is doing or thinking (Figure 2.10). To see such 
changes in blood flow, researchers may first scan the brain while the person is 
relaxed—not doing anything. The resulting image is called a baseline image. 
Even though the person isn’t performing any task, some areas of the brain are 
still active (Figure 2.10b). Next, the researchers scan the brain again while the 
person is performing a task, such as looking at pictures or reading a story. (The 
pictures or words are projected on the inside ceiling of the scanner so that 
the person can see them while lying on his or her back.) During the task, some 
areas of the brain that weren’t active at baseline should become more active 
(Figure 2.10a). Others might decrease in activity. From each point (or pixel) in 
the image, researchers then subtract the activity at that identical point in the 
baseline image. The result, called a difference image, shows how activity at 
each point in the image has increased or decreased in the task condition com-
pared with the baseline condition (Figure 2.10c). Usually, the difference image 
is color coded, with white, red, or yellow indicating areas where blood flow 
increased most during the task relative to the baseline. Colors such as blue and 
green may indicate where blood flow decreased most during the task. Uncolored 
areas indicate regions where no significant change took place. For example, 
the difference image in Figure 2.10c shows the parts of the brain that become 
significantly more active when a person is viewing pictures than when no visual 
input is provided, confirming the current understanding that areas of the cere-
bral cortex in the occipital lobe are important for visual processing.

Figure 2.10 Creating a 
difference image with function-
al neuroimaging (a) A PET scan 
detecting blood flow as the brain 
performs a certain task (in this 
case, viewing pictures  projected 
on the inside of the scanner). 
(b) A baseline image taken while 
the participant is not perform-
ing the task. (c) A point-by-point 
comparison of the two PET scans 
produces a difference image, 
color coded to show areas where 
blood flow significantly increased 
(or decreased) in the task condi-
tion compared with the baseline 
condition. The white lines are a 
standard drawing of the same 
cross section as the PET images 
to clarify which brain regions cor-
respond to the colored areas.
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cortical areas that aren’t labeled in Figure 2.7? How can we figure out what they 
do? Several approaches have been used, from observing blood flow in the human 
brain as it goes about its business, to observing and controlling neural activity in 
the brains of nonhumans learning tasks in laboratories.

Functional Neuroimaging and 
Electroencephalography
As noted above, structural neuroimaging (such as MRI) allows researchers to 
look at the structure of a living human brain, whereas functional neuroimaging 
allows them to look at the activity, or function, of a living brain. When a brain 
structure becomes active, it requires more oxygen. Within 4 to 6 seconds, blood 
flow (with its cargo of oxygen) increases to that region. On the other hand, 
when a brain structure becomes less active, it requires less oxygen, and blood 
flow decreases. By tracking local changes in blood flow, researchers can discover 
which brain regions are active or inactive.

Rather than focusing on where blood flow is heavier in the brain, neuroimag-
ing studies typically examine how blood flow in a particular brain region changes 
depending on what the person is doing or thinking (Figure 2.10). To see such 
changes in blood flow, researchers may first scan the brain while the person is 
relaxed—not doing anything. The resulting image is called a baseline image. 
Even though the person isn’t performing any task, some areas of the brain are 
still active (Figure 2.10b). Next, the researchers scan the brain again while the 
person is performing a task, such as looking at pictures or reading a story. (The 
pictures or words are projected on the inside ceiling of the scanner so that 
the person can see them while lying on his or her back.) During the task, some 
areas of the brain that weren’t active at baseline should become more active 
(Figure 2.10a). Others might decrease in activity. From each point (or pixel) in 
the image, researchers then subtract the activity at that identical point in the 
baseline image. The result, called a difference image, shows how activity at 
each point in the image has increased or decreased in the task condition com-
pared with the baseline condition (Figure 2.10c). Usually, the difference image 
is color coded, with white, red, or yellow indicating areas where blood flow 
increased most during the task relative to the baseline. Colors such as blue and 
green may indicate where blood flow decreased most during the task. Uncolored 
areas indicate regions where no significant change took place. For example, 
the difference image in Figure 2.10c shows the parts of the brain that become 
significantly more active when a person is viewing pictures than when no visual 
input is provided, confirming the current understanding that areas of the cere-
bral cortex in the occipital lobe are important for visual processing.

Figure 2.10 Creating a 
difference image with function-
al neuroimaging (a) A PET scan 
detecting blood flow as the brain 
performs a certain task (in this 
case, viewing pictures  projected 
on the inside of the scanner). 
(b) A baseline image taken while 
the participant is not perform-
ing the task. (c) A point-by-point 
comparison of the two PET scans 
produces a difference image, 
color coded to show areas where 
blood flow significantly increased 
(or decreased) in the task condi-
tion compared with the baseline 
condition. The white lines are a 
standard drawing of the same 
cross section as the PET images 
to clarify which brain regions cor-
respond to the colored areas.
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on the density of atoms there. A computer collects all the signals 
emitted and, as in CT, uses them to generate images that look 
like slices. For example, Figure 2.6a shows a slice taken verti-
cally through the middle of the brain, revealing a cross section of 
cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and brainstem, as well as some facial 
structures. A horizontal slice taken at the level of the eyeballs, as 
in Figure 2.6b, shows a different cross section.

Recently, a new type of MRI called diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) was developed that can measure the diffusion of water in 
brain tissue, permitting bundles of axons throughout the brain—the 
so-called white matter—to be imaged. DTI is better than conven-
tional MRI at visualization of fiber tracts, so it’s particularly useful 
for physicians trying to assess diffuse brain injury, as well as diseases 
such as multiple sclerosis that specifically target axons. Researchers 
also use DTI to study how different regions in the brain interact, 
by studying the fiber pathways between them.

Structural neuroimaging provides a way not only to directly 
observe physical properties of a live person’s brain but also to 
track changes in those properties over time. These include changes 
that might occur as a function of aging, injury, or disease, as well 
as gross structural changes produced by learning experiences. In 
Chapter 7, on skill memories, we discuss recent structural neuro-
imaging work showing that learning to juggle leads to changes in 

the amount of cortical tissue. Structural images of human brains are also critical 
for analyzing and interpreting changes in brain function that occur with learn-
ing, a topic we discuss in greater detail below. It is easy to confuse structural 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are physically like, with functional 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are doing. Both types of neuroimaging 
can reveal changes associated with learning, and we will present examples of 
both throughout the following chapters. Whenever you see an image in which 
patches of color are superimposed on a brain, the first thing you should ask 
yourself is, are these colored regions showing me variations in structure, or do 
they represent variations in function?

Experimental studies with animals permit even more detailed measures of 
learning-related structural changes. Chemicals have been developed that essen-
tially dye neurons that have recently undergone structural changes, making it 
possible to map out the number and distribution of neurons that have changed 
as a function of specific learning experiences. For these techniques, the brain 
tissue has to be bathed in the chemicals, and the dyed neurons are only visible 

In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
of the head, the patient lies with his 
or her head in a tube that contains 
a powerful magnet and a source of 
radio waves. Using data obtained 
from this machine, a computer mea-
sures the density of atoms at various 
locations in the brain and constructs 
a high-resolution image showing the 
brain’s interior structures.
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Figure 2.6 MRI images 
(a) This “slice” taken near the 
center of the head shows a cross 
section through cortex, cerebellum, 
brainstem, and an upper portion of 
spinal cord, as well as nose and 
mouth cavities. (b) A horizontal 
slice taken at the level of the 
eyeballs (visible at the top of the 
image) contains little cortex (since 
the slice is so low) but captures 
the low-hanging cerebellum.
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on the density of atoms there. A computer collects all the signals 
emitted and, as in CT, uses them to generate images that look 
like slices. For example, Figure 2.6a shows a slice taken verti-
cally through the middle of the brain, revealing a cross section of 
cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and brainstem, as well as some facial 
structures. A horizontal slice taken at the level of the eyeballs, as 
in Figure 2.6b, shows a different cross section.

Recently, a new type of MRI called diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) was developed that can measure the diffusion of water in 
brain tissue, permitting bundles of axons throughout the brain—the 
so-called white matter—to be imaged. DTI is better than conven-
tional MRI at visualization of fiber tracts, so it’s particularly useful 
for physicians trying to assess diffuse brain injury, as well as diseases 
such as multiple sclerosis that specifically target axons. Researchers 
also use DTI to study how different regions in the brain interact, 
by studying the fiber pathways between them.

Structural neuroimaging provides a way not only to directly 
observe physical properties of a live person’s brain but also to 
track changes in those properties over time. These include changes 
that might occur as a function of aging, injury, or disease, as well 
as gross structural changes produced by learning experiences. In 
Chapter 7, on skill memories, we discuss recent structural neuro-
imaging work showing that learning to juggle leads to changes in 

the amount of cortical tissue. Structural images of human brains are also critical 
for analyzing and interpreting changes in brain function that occur with learn-
ing, a topic we discuss in greater detail below. It is easy to confuse structural 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are physically like, with functional 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are doing. Both types of neuroimaging 
can reveal changes associated with learning, and we will present examples of 
both throughout the following chapters. Whenever you see an image in which 
patches of color are superimposed on a brain, the first thing you should ask 
yourself is, are these colored regions showing me variations in structure, or do 
they represent variations in function?

Experimental studies with animals permit even more detailed measures of 
learning-related structural changes. Chemicals have been developed that essen-
tially dye neurons that have recently undergone structural changes, making it 
possible to map out the number and distribution of neurons that have changed 
as a function of specific learning experiences. For these techniques, the brain 
tissue has to be bathed in the chemicals, and the dyed neurons are only visible 

In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
of the head, the patient lies with his 
or her head in a tube that contains 
a powerful magnet and a source of 
radio waves. Using data obtained 
from this machine, a computer mea-
sures the density of atoms at various 
locations in the brain and constructs 
a high-resolution image showing the 
brain’s interior structures.
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Figure 2.6 MRI images 
(a) This “slice” taken near the 
center of the head shows a cross 
section through cortex, cerebellum, 
brainstem, and an upper portion of 
spinal cord, as well as nose and 
mouth cavities. (b) A horizontal 
slice taken at the level of the 
eyeballs (visible at the top of the 
image) contains little cortex (since 
the slice is so low) but captures 
the low-hanging cerebellum.
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on the density of atoms there. A computer collects all the signals 
emitted and, as in CT, uses them to generate images that look 
like slices. For example, Figure 2.6a shows a slice taken verti-
cally through the middle of the brain, revealing a cross section of 
cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and brainstem, as well as some facial 
structures. A horizontal slice taken at the level of the eyeballs, as 
in Figure 2.6b, shows a different cross section.

Recently, a new type of MRI called diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) was developed that can measure the diffusion of water in 
brain tissue, permitting bundles of axons throughout the brain—the 
so-called white matter—to be imaged. DTI is better than conven-
tional MRI at visualization of fiber tracts, so it’s particularly useful 
for physicians trying to assess diffuse brain injury, as well as diseases 
such as multiple sclerosis that specifically target axons. Researchers 
also use DTI to study how different regions in the brain interact, 
by studying the fiber pathways between them.

Structural neuroimaging provides a way not only to directly 
observe physical properties of a live person’s brain but also to 
track changes in those properties over time. These include changes 
that might occur as a function of aging, injury, or disease, as well 
as gross structural changes produced by learning experiences. In 
Chapter 7, on skill memories, we discuss recent structural neuro-
imaging work showing that learning to juggle leads to changes in 

the amount of cortical tissue. Structural images of human brains are also critical 
for analyzing and interpreting changes in brain function that occur with learn-
ing, a topic we discuss in greater detail below. It is easy to confuse structural 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are physically like, with functional 
neuroimaging, which shows what brains are doing. Both types of neuroimaging 
can reveal changes associated with learning, and we will present examples of 
both throughout the following chapters. Whenever you see an image in which 
patches of color are superimposed on a brain, the first thing you should ask 
yourself is, are these colored regions showing me variations in structure, or do 
they represent variations in function?

Experimental studies with animals permit even more detailed measures of 
learning-related structural changes. Chemicals have been developed that essen-
tially dye neurons that have recently undergone structural changes, making it 
possible to map out the number and distribution of neurons that have changed 
as a function of specific learning experiences. For these techniques, the brain 
tissue has to be bathed in the chemicals, and the dyed neurons are only visible 

In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
of the head, the patient lies with his 
or her head in a tube that contains 
a powerful magnet and a source of 
radio waves. Using data obtained 
from this machine, a computer mea-
sures the density of atoms at various 
locations in the brain and constructs 
a high-resolution image showing the 
brain’s interior structures.
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Figure 2.6 MRI images 
(a) This “slice” taken near the 
center of the head shows a cross 
section through cortex, cerebellum, 
brainstem, and an upper portion of 
spinal cord, as well as nose and 
mouth cavities. (b) A horizontal 
slice taken at the level of the 
eyeballs (visible at the top of the 
image) contains little cortex (since 
the slice is so low) but captures 
the low-hanging cerebellum.
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In some cases, researchers anesthetize an animal and surgically implant one 
or more recording electrodes in the brain area they wish to study. Then, when 
the animal wakes, the researchers can record from the neuron(s) as the animal 
goes about its daily  business. (Most animals don’t seem to be much bothered by, 
or even aware of, the wires connected to their heads.) Such experiments allow 
researchers to determine what role a given neuron might play in the animal’s 
behavior. Alternatively, if the researcher is interested in looking more closely at 
how individual neurons interact, it is possible to remove pieces (or “slices”) of 
a brain, keep the neurons alive in a bath of nutrients, and record their activity 
in the slices.

Single-cell recordings have provided some of the most dramatic evidence 
to date of how neuronal firing relates to behavior. For example, Apostolos 
Georgopoulos and colleagues recorded spike patterns from the motor cortex of a 
monkey while the monkey moved a joystick in different directions (Figure 2.12a; 
Georgopoulos, Taira, & Lukashin, 1993). Some neurons fired most strongly 
when the monkey pushed the lever in a particular direction. Figure 2.12b shows 
recordings from one such neuron as the monkey moved the lever toward differ-
ent compass points. Each vertical line in the recording represents one spike, or 
neural firing event. When the monkey moved its arm toward the point labeled 
6 in Figure 2.12a, the neuron initially produced several spikes, then fell silent. 
When the monkey moved its arm to a slightly different position, point 7, the 
neuron let off a more sustained burst of activity, continuing to spike for the dura-
tion of the movement. But when the monkey moved its arm directly away from 
its body, toward point 1, the neuron really went into action, spiking as fast and 
frequently as it could. By contrast, when the monkey moved its arm in the oppo-
site direction, toward its body (point 5), the neuron fell almost silent. Thus, this 
neuron’s behavior is correlated with arm movements, and neuroscientists would 
say it is specialized, or “tuned,” to fire maximally during movements in a par-
ticular direction: away from the body. Georgopoulos and colleagues found that 
other neurons in the motor cortex were tuned to fire during movements in other 
directions. Given what we know about the motor cortex from functional imaging 
and lesion studies, it is reasonable to assume that these neurons may be playing a 
direct role in issuing the commands that cause the monkey’s arm to move.

(a)

1
2

3

4
5

Electrode 
implanted
in motor cortex

6

7

8

Figure 2.12 Recording 
from single neurons (a) 
Researchers implanted record-
ing electrodes into the motor 
cortex of a monkey, which was 
then trained to move a joystick 
in different directions. (b) One 
recorded neuron showed spiking 
behavior (illustrated as vertical 
lines) when the monkey moved its 
arm. This neuron fired most when 
the monkey moved its arm toward 
position 1 and least when it 
moved its arm toward position 5. 
Thus, this neuron is tuned to fire 
during movements away from the 
monkey’s body. (b) Adapted from 
Georgopoulos et al., 1993. (b)
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But detecting this particular electrical change in an EEG is dif-
ficult because lots of other neurons in other brain areas that are 
not involved in hearing may also be active—those responding to 
whatever visual stimuli happen to be in front of you, for instance, 
or those activated as you wiggle your fingers and think about 
what you want to have for lunch.

To detect an electrical change associated with hearing a 
stimulus, such as a tone, researchers typically present the same 
stimulus hundreds of times and then average the EEGs pro-
duced throughout those repetitions in a given individual. The 
principle is that activity in other brain areas will come and 
go, but only the neurons responding to the specific sensory 
stimulus will be consistently activated each time the stimulus 
is repeated—and so only their activity patterns will survive the 
averaging process. EEGs averaged across many repetitions of 
the same event are called event-related potentials (ERPs). 
Just as functional neuroimaging shows how the brain changes 
while performing a task, so ERPs can be used to show different 
brain states.

Compared with fMRI and PET, EEG recording is a simple and cheap way to 
monitor changes in brain activity during learning and memory tasks. It does not 
require a large and expensive scanner or an injection of a radioactive substance 
into the bloodstream. In addition, EEG can detect rapid changes in the brain 
with more precision than fMRI or PET. Yet what EEG gains in temporal preci-
sion it often sacrifices in spatial precision. Whereas fMRI and PET can localize 
activation to within a few millimeters, EEG signals show activity over a wide 
swath of the brain. In a promising new approach, functional neuroimaging and 
EEG are being used together to generate images that show precisely when and 
where neural activity occurs.

Recording from and Activating Neurons
In the brain, information is conveyed not only by which neurons fire but also 
by how often they fire. Neuroimaging and lesion studies can reveal the con-
tributions of large areas of the brain to learning and memory, but they don’t 
reveal much about which individual neurons are firing or how often. To gather 
this information, researchers have to record neural activity deep in the brain. 
Neurophysiology is the study of the activity and function of neurons.

The main technique scientists use to measure firing patterns in individual 
neurons is single-cell recording (the single cell in this case is a 
neuron). The microelectrodes that are used in this technique are 
similar in function to EEG electrodes, but they are shaped like 
extremely thin needles and can penetrate brain tissue with a mini-
mum of damage. The electrode is inserted until the tip is very close 
to, or sometimes even inside, a target neuron.

Since neurons are so tiny, placing the recording electrode takes 
a lot of skill. One placement technique relies on guidance by 
signals transmitted from the electrode to audio speakers, so that 
individual spikes, or neuron firings, can be heard as clicks. When 
a promising pattern of clicking is heard, the researcher knows the 
electrode is near an interesting neuron—in much the same way 
beachcombers know, when their metal detector starts clicking, that 
some coins are buried in the sand nearby.
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To record neural activity from 
animals as they perform tasks, 
researchers surgically implant one 
or more electrodes into desired 
brain areas. Held in place by a 
“head stage” attached to the 
 animal’s head (a rat is shown 
here), the electrodes detect  neural 
activity as the animal moves 
 freely; wires transmit this informa-
tion to a computer, which records 
and analyzes the signals.
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Lømo, 1973). Since that time, LTP has become one of the most intensively 
studied phenomena in neuroscience.

Despite intensive study of LTP in the decades since it was initially reported, 
many questions remain about exactly what changes occur to produce it. Perhaps 
postsynaptic neurons change to become more responsive to subsequent inputs. 
This would mean that when presynaptic neurons release neurotransmitters 
after strong stimulation, the postsynaptic neurons will have a heightened 
 sensitivity to that neurotransmitter, producing the enhanced response seen in 
Figure 2.14b.

LTP may also involve changes to presynaptic neurons. This idea is 
controversial, because it isn’t clear exactly how signals could travel back-
ward across the synapse. But perhaps some kind of chemical—a retrograde 
 messenger—could be released by postsynaptic neurons and diffuse across the 
synapse, causing an increase in the amount of neurotransmitter the presyn-
aptic neurons release in the future. These changes might occur within a few 
minutes and last several hours. In addition, however, most researchers cur-
rently believe there is a component of LTP that takes place over several hours 
and can last a lifetime. This would involve changes such as strengthening of 
existing synapses or even the building of new ones (Chen, Rex, Casale, Gall, 
& Lynch, 2007).

As excited as researchers were about the possibilities of LTP as a mechanism 
for learning, they were aware of a significant remaining question. LTP repre-
sents a way to strengthen neuronal connections, but this alone isn’t much use. If 

Figure 2.14 Long-term 
potentiation (LTP) (a) In the 
original LTP studies, researchers 
used one electrode to stimulate 
the axons of presynaptic neurons 
(here depicted as the axon of a 
single neuron A) and a second 
electrode to record the activity of 
postsynaptic neurons (here shown 
as a the dendrite of a single 
neuron B). (b) Initially, weak stimu-
lation caused a mild response in 
postsynaptic neurons. But after a 
burst of high-frequency stimula-
tion, postsynaptic neurons persis-
tently responded more strongly to 
the weaker stimulation.
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there was plenty of sensory stimulation and opportunity to explore and learn. 
For the rats, this meant a large cage filled with toys to play with and other rats 
with whom to socialize. A second group of rats lived in standard laboratory 
housing, each rat isolated in a small chamber that contained nothing but a drink-
ing spout and food cup. The results? The rats housed in the enriched environ-
ment showed better maze learning than the rats kept in standard laboratory 
housing (Rosenzweig, 1984; Renner & Rosenzweig, 1987).

These behavioral improvements appear to reflect structural changes in 
neurons. Rats raised in an enriched environment have cortical neurons with 
more and longer dendrites than their experience-impoverished counterparts 
(Figure 2.15). The dendrites of rats in the enriched environment also have 
more synapses—meaning more connections with other neurons (Globus, 
Rosenzweig, Bennet, & Diamond, 1973; Greenough, West, & DeVoogd, 
1978). These neural changes occur quickly: as few as 60 days of housing in an 
enriched environment can result in a 7% to 10% increase in brain weight of 
young rats and a 20% increase in the number of synapses in the visual cortex. 
Similar changes are seen in the brains of monkeys and cats raised in enriched 
environments. Even the brains of fruit flies housed in large communal cages 
with visual and odor cues show similar changes, compared with flies housed 
alone in small plastic vials (Technau, 1984). 

And what about humans? Recent studies have shown that preschool chil-
dren placed in “high-quality” day care (with lots of toys, educational experi-
ences, and teacher interaction) fare better in elementary school than children 
whose day care offers fewer opportunities for learning (Peisner-Feinberg, 
Burchinal, & Clifford, 2001). Just like the rats, people who have plenty of toys 
to play with and plenty of social interaction fare better than people who have 
fewer opportunities to engage their brain. Although there isn’t yet definitive 
evidence that human brains undergo enlargement similar to that of rats after 
environmental enrichment, suggestive data come from a study of London taxi 
drivers.

London is a sprawling city with hundreds of small, crooked streets. To receive 
an official license, London taxi drivers must study for up to three years and pass 
a grueling exam that requires them, for example, to indicate the shortest path 
between random London addresses. This means that licensed London taxi driv-
ers are a group of people sharing an extensive fund of spatial knowledge.

Researcher Eleanor Maguire and her colleagues compared brain volumes in 
a group of London taxi drivers with those of age-matched Londoners who had 
not studied the geography of their city so extensively (Maguire et al., 2000). 
The only part of the brain that differed significantly between the groups was the 
hippocampus: among other things, the taxi drivers had slightly larger posterior 
hippocampal volumes than non–taxi drivers. Further, the size of the posterior 
hippocampus differed even among individual taxi drivers: those who had been 
driving for more than a decade had a larger volume than those who had been 
driving for only a few years. One possible interpretation of these volume dif-
ferences is that the intensive spatial learning in taxi drivers causes an increase 
in dendritic branching in hippocampal neurons—making those neurons take up 
more room, just like the rat neurons shown in Figure 2.15.

Interim Summary
■ Learning requires physical changes in neurons, including changes in neu-

rons’ shape, size, and number of connections to other neurons, all of which 
can affect patterns of neural activity. 

(a) Standard 
laboratory housing

(b) Enriched 
laboratory environment

Figure 2.15 Deprived 
environment vs. enriched 
environment Representations 
of neurons from the cortex 
of (a) a rat raised in standard 
laboratory housing and (b) a rat 
raised in an enriched laboratory 
environment. Neurons from rats 
raised in enriched environments 
typically have more and longer 
dendrites, and more synapses per 
dendrite, than their experience- 
impoverished counterparts.
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■ Drugs are chemicals that alter the biochemical functioning of the body. 
Drugs that affect the brain generally affect neural activity by increasing or 
decreasing the transfer of information between subsets of neurons.

2.4 Neural Plasticity
Learning can lead to numerous structural and functional changes in a neuron. 
These changes may involve alterations in the shape or size of neurons, as well 
as changes in supporting structures such as the blood vessels that provide 
oxygen and nutrients. All of these physical changes can affect how neurons 
communicate and how brain systems interact. Nevertheless, learning and 
memory researchers have focused almost exclusively on understanding the role 
of synaptic plasticity, the ability of synapses to change as a result of experi-
ence. The idea that connections between neurons change during learning was 
first popularized by Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1852–1934), a famous Spanish 
physiologist and anatomist. Specifically, Cajal theorized that learning involves 
strengthening or weakening connections between individual neurons ( Ramón 
y Cajal, 1990 [1894]).

How is the brain able to weaken or strengthen the right connections? One 
of neuroscience’s most enduring insights came from Donald Hebb, a Canadian 
neuroscientist who studied under Karl Lashley. Hebb’s basic idea was that 
“neurons that fire together, wire together.” In other words, if two neurons 
that meet at a synapse—we’ll call them neuron A and neuron B—often fire at 
nearly the same time, then the synapse between them should be strengthened, 
“wiring” the two neurons together. This would increase the probability that 

If you’ve ever studied for a difficult 
exam, you’ve probably wished for a pill 
that could make your brain function like 

a copy machine. Instead of reading, review-
ing, and rehearsing, you could swallow the 
pill, read the material once, and have it 
encoded in your brain forever (or at least 
until the exam is over). Sounds like science 
fiction, right?

In fact, several companies, ranging from 
pharmaceutical giants to smaller biotech 
firms, are looking for a drug to improve 
memory in healthy people. Some possible 
candidates are currently being tested on 
laboratory rats, and a few are even being 
tested in small groups of human volun-
teers. It remains to be seen which, if any, of 
these new drugs will be safe and effective.

Until a new generation of memory-
boosting drugs becomes available, 
researchers continue to examine existing 

drugs, already approved for the treatment 
of other illnesses, to see whether any 
might provide a memory boost in normal, 
healthy people. For example, several drugs 
used in treating Alzheimer’s disease—
including donepezil (Aricept)—increase 
brain levels of the neurotransmitter acetyl-
choline, which is abnormally low in people 
with Alzheimer’s. These drugs can produce 
modest, temporary memory improvements 
in Alzheimer’s patients, raising the pos-
sibility that they might also improve mem-
ory in healthy (or mildly impaired) adults 
(Whitehead et al., 2004). However, there 
is little evidence so far to suggest that 
the drugs can boost memory in otherwise 
healthy people (Beglinger et al., 2004).

Another approach to finding memory-
enhancing drugs is based on the fact that 
attention and concentration can increase 
the storage and retention of new informa-

tion. Perhaps drugs that improve attention 
will also improve memory. Such attention-
boosting drugs include modafinil (Provigil), 
which is used to treat sleep disorders, and 
methylphenidate (Ritalin), used to treat 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD). Many college students already 
pop Ritalin in an effort to boost studying or 
exam performance. But it’s not clear that 
boosting attention beyond normal levels 
is necessarily good for memory. The jury is 
still out on whether these drugs improve 
memory in healthy humans (Mehta et al., 
2000; Turner et al., 2003). The bottom line 
is that, so far, no pill can substitute for the 
hard work of learning. Instead of spend-
ing money on “brain-boosting” drugs of 
questionable efficacy and safety, healthy 
people are best advised to do their learn-
ing the old-fashioned way: by devoting the 
necessary time to study.

LEARNING AND MEMORY IN EVERYDAY LIFE

Can a Pill Improve Your Memory?
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DEATH AND MAIDEN
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MEMORY IN GENERAL



THINK ABOUT THE MEMORY

• Category of Memory

• Formation of Memory



WHAT TYPES OF MEMORY WE HAVE?





Patient H.M.
Henry Molarison



Hippocampus & Parahippocampal gyrus
(Annese et al. 2014; Augustinack et al. 2014)



H.M.’s memory impairment was disabling and affected all 
manner of material (scenes, words, faces, etc.)

He proved capable of learning a hand-eye coordination 
skill (mirror drawing) over a period of 3 days!!!
(Milner 1962)



H.M.’s memory impairment was disabling and affected all 
manner of material (scenes, words, faces, etc.)

He proved capable of learning a hand-eye coordination 
skill (mirror drawing) over a period of 3 days!!!
(Milner 1962)

Memory is not a single entity!

WHAT’S THE SYMPTOM OF H.M. PATIENT?
WHAT’S THE MEANING OF THAT?
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Learned representation is moving!

How does the brain generate the memory?
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unclear, as does the biological nature of the labile state. 
Our recent study focused on these two questions (Lee 
and others 2008). First, we hypothesized that de novo 
protein synthesis is required to rebuild the original 
memory because preexisting proteins, which constitute 
the memory-encoding synapses, are degraded after 
memory retrieval. Our results showed that protein 
degradation is activated in the synaptic region after 
memory retrieval. The degradation of specific synaptic 
proteins such as Shank and guanylate kinase-associated 
protein (GKAP) increased, whereas the postsynaptic 
density protein PSD-95 was not degraded at all (Lee 
and others 2008). The endogenous levels of Shank 
decreased in accordance with its polyubiquitination 
and were lowest 2 h after memory retrieval, returning 
to the basal level by 6 h after retrieval (Fig. 2). This 
reduction in Shank appears to reflect the increased 
activity of proteasomes, because clasto-lactacystin- -
lactone ( -lactone), a specific inhibitor of proteasomes, 
blocked the reduction of Shank after retrieval. This 
result suggests that synaptic destabilization followed by 
restabilization is triggered after the memory retrieval 
process and that postsynaptic protein degradation 
underlies the labile state after memory retrieval.

What is the physiological role of protein degradation 
induced by memory retrieval? To address this question, 
we blocked protein degradation after memory retrieval 
using a pharmacological method. When we infused 
-lactone and anisomycin into the hippocampal CA1 

area, we found that the memory impairment caused by 
anisomycin infusion after memory retrieval was blocked 
by the infusion of -lactone (Fig. 3) (Lee and others 
2008). This suggests that the ubiquitin/proteasome 
pathway is involved in forgetting a pre-existing fear 

memory. In contrast, -lactone treatment alone did not 
affect memory persistence after retrieval. Collectively, 
these data support the idea that protein degradation 
after memory retrieval is critical for the destabilization 
of a pre-existing fear memory, rather than for the 
restabilization of the retrieved memory. Furthermore, 
-lactone infusion immediately after training did not 

suppress the memory impairment caused by the 
anisomycin infusion, which is known to block the 
consolidation process (Fig. 4). This result also supports 
the idea that the increase in protein degradation after 
memory retrieval plays a major role in the destruction 
of the previously formed memory.

Recently, it was reported that NMDA receptor 
activation is required to destabilize a consolidated fear 
memory (Mamou and others 2006). Other reports have 
also shown that glutamatergic transmission activates the 
ubiquitin/proteasome system in cultured neurons (Ehlers 
2003; Bingol and Schuman 2006; Guo and Wang 2007). 
It has also been reported that L-type voltage-gated 
calcium channels (LVGCCs) or central cannabinoid 
(CB1) receptors are required for the initial destabilization 
of reactivated memory (Suzuki and others 2008). 
Therefore, the NMDA receptor, LVGCCs, or CB1 
receptors may be upstream molecules involved in 
ubiquitin/proteasome-dependent protein degradation 
and may trigger the destabilization of the retrieved 
memory. These propositions require further investigation.

Reorganization of Consolidated Memory 
by Synaptic Protein Degradation

What are the roles of the destruction and reconstruc-
tion processes after memory retrieval? Are these pro-
cesses futile? If not, what is their function? One 

Figure 1.  Multistage model of memory. New information is first 
processed and stored in sensory storage. It is conveyed to short-
term storage with the assistance of the attention process, particu-
larly for declarative or explicit information. This memory trace is 
converted into long-term memory through consolidation processes. 
Whenever some appropriate cues are given, the information is 
transferred to the short-term storage or working memory space, 
which interacts with the outside world. This process is called 
memory retrieval. Reconsolidation is required to maintain the 
memory after retrieval.

Figure 2.  Dynamics of endogenous Shank protein levels in the 
synaptic region following retrieval. At an early time point after 
memory retrieval, the degradation of pre-existing Shank protein 
increases and the endogenous Shank level decreases. Later, newly 
synthesized Shank protein increases, resulting in the restoration of 
total Shank to the basal level.

(Kaang, Lee & Kim, 2009 The Neuroscientist)
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HIPPOCAMPAL LESIONS
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WILLIAM BEECHER SCOVIILLE and BRENDA MILNER
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McGill University, and the Montreal Neurological Institute, Canada

In 1954 Scoville described a grave loss of recent
memory which he had observed as a sequel to
bilateral medial temporal-lobe resection in one
psychotic patient and one patient with intractable
seizures. In both cases the operations had been
radical ones, undertaken only when more conserva-
tive forms of treatment had failed. The removals
extended posteriorly along the mesial surface of the
temporal lobes for a distance of approximately 8 cm.
from the temporal tips and probably destroyed the
anterior two-thirds of the hippocampus and hippo-
campal gyrus bilaterally, as well as the uncus and
amygdala. The unexpected and persistent memory
deficit which resulted seemed to us to merit further
investigation. We have therefore carried out formal
memory and intelligence testing of these two patients
and also of eight other patients who had undergone
similar, but less radical, bilateral medial temporal-
lobe resections.* The present paper gives the results
of these studies which point to the importance of
the hippocampal complex for normal memory func-
tion. Whenever the hippocampus and hippocampal
gyrus were damaged bilaterally in these operations
some memory deficit was found, but not otherwise.
We have chosen to report these findings in full,
partly for their theoretical significance, and partly as
a warning to others of the risk to memory involved
in bilateral surgical lesions of the hippocampal
region.

Operations
During the past seven years in an effort to preserve

the overall personality in psychosurgery some 300
fractional lobotomies have been performed, largely
on seriously ill schizophrenic patients who had failed
to respond to other forms of treatment. The aim in
these fractional procedures was to secure as far as
possible any beneficial effects a complete frontal
lobotomy might have, while at the same time avoid-
ing its undesirable side-effects. And it was in fact

found that undercutting limited to the orbital sur-
faces of both frontal lobes has an appreciable
therapeutic effect in psychosis and yet does not cause
any new personality deficit to appear (Scoville,
Wilk, and Pepe, 1951). In view of the known close
relationship between the posterior orbital and mesial
temporal cortices (MacLean, 1952; Pribram and
Kruger, 1954), it was hoped that still greater
psychiatric benefit might be obtained by extending
the orbital undercutting so as to destroy parts of the
mesial temporal cortex bilaterally. Accordingly, in
30 severely deteriorated cases, such partial temporal-
lobe resections were carried out, either with or with-
out orbital undercutting. The surgical procedure
has been described elsewhere (Scoville, Dunsmore,
Liberson, Henry, and Pepe, 1953) and is illustrated
anatomically in Figs. 1 to 4. All the removals have
been bilateral, extending for varying distances along
the mesial surface of the temporal lobes. Five were
limited to the uncus and underlying amygdaloid
nucleus; all others encroached also upon the anterior
hippocampus, the excisions being carried back 5 cm.
or more after bisecting the tips of the temporal lobes,
with the temporal horn constituting the lateral edge
of resection. In one case only in this psychotic
group all tissue mesial to the temporal horns for a
distance of at least 8 cm. posterior to the temporal
tips was destroyed, a removal which presumably
included the anterior two-thirds of the hippocampal
complex bilaterally.
An equally radical bilateral medial temporal-lobe

resection was carried out in one young man (H. M.)
with a long history of major and minor seizures
uncontrollable by maximum medication of various
forms, and showing diffuse electro-encephalographic
abnormality. This frankly experimental operation
was considered justifiable because the patient was
totally incapacitated by his seizures and these had
proven refractory to a medical approach. It was
suggested because of the known epileptogenic quali-
ties of the uncus and hippocampal complex and
because of the relative absence of post-operative

* These further psychological examinations by one of the authors,
B. M., were made possible through the interest of Dr. Wilder Penfield.
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